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Selected As Best All-Round Kentucky Community Newspaper For 1947

WEATRER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Mostly cloudy
and continued mild with occasional rain or drizzle today,
tonight and Friday.

NEWS-

YOUR PROGRESSIVE H OM E
OVER HALFA CENTURY
PAPER

United Press

Fos

Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, Feb. 47, 1948

Vol. XIX; No. 217

Murray Wins Plavo
KIAC Semi-Fin, By
Defeating Centre 67-34

Red Cross Quota Cut
Almost In Half For
Calloway This Year
Fund Raising
Campaign Is
Underway Here

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

EXPERTS PREDICT
HOG PRICES TO
CONTINUE UPWARD

VISITING PASTORS Reserves Enter Game After
Varsity Fails To Move Ahead
ASSIST IN NEW
LIFE MOVEMENT

The Calloway County Red Cross
quota for 1948 is $3,745, attorney
Nat Ryan Hughes. chairman of the
CHICAGO, Feb. 27. (UP)-Live• fund raising campaign, announced
stockMurray Teachers called upon its
today. Last year this county was stock experts at tile Chicago
yards said today they expect hog
reserves last night after the reguas.aigned a quota of $6,600.
.TAIL ('L'T SHORT -"WITH
during
lars fizzled and came through with
The reason for the reduction, prices to tontinue upward
Three ministers were in Murand summer months.
a 67 to 34 victory over Centre Col"Oh where, oh where has my
said Hughes, is the fact that the these spring
of the week to
part
first
the
ray
They said there was too few
lege in the quarter finals of the
little dog goner has taken on
war emergency is over. However,
visitation evangelthe
with.
assist
for
KIAC tournament at Louisville.
real meaning for six-year-old
this must not influence people to hogs on the nation's farsm
-lalew
ism in connection with the
Centre carried the battle to the
Danny Lynn Workman.
think that contributions are not pork prices to stay at 'the present
Life Movement of the Presbyterian
taller Murray team and at one
Little Danny has lost his dog.
necessary, he pointed out, because low levels.
the
.with
Together
U.S.A.
Church,
At present, they said, retail
stage of the first half had an eightThe popular nursery rhyme
the Red Cross still engages in
local pastor, Rev. Samuel Mcpoint lead.
which so many children have
of prices in markets are still droppactivities
peacetime
'many
Kee, and lay members of the church
The score was tied three times
ing as the result of a dip in the
gleefully recited now brings
•
mercy.
'groups of two and
formed
they
in the early stages before Centre
tears to Danny's eyes.
Many Murray residents will re- market price of hogs earlier this
AADING DERBY CANDIDATE-Citation (nearest camera), three-year-old Calumet Farm
visited all the church members and
jumped into a 13-5 lead after eight
black
Danny's
playmate ,a
member the Paducah flqod of 1937 month. The downward retail trend
speedster, starts the day with a little workout at Hialeah Park under the watchful eye of
in their
members
prospective
within
minutes.
Murray came
cocker spaniel. disappeared durwhen many homeless victims were probably will stop soon and the
Jimmy Jones (rear). Listed as the winter book favorite for the Kentucky Derby,
homes.
three points at 13-10 before a new
ing the snow storm last Saturfed and housed in Murray through upward swing will .begin in line
who
town
of
out
from
pastors
The
Citation Ls unbeaten this year.
•I
team came on to pull the Thoroughday. He answers to the name of
the efforts of the local Red Cross with the new rises in stockyard
were here were Rev. Charles M.
breds ahead 29-14 at the half.
"Boots."
chapter. Currently the Red Cross prices.
Bunce. pastor of Kentucky AveMeanwhile, however, the labor
Centre. battled' -gamely against
Anyone who,knows the wherehas set up headquarters in Eddynue Presbyterien•Chureh- in PadureWashington
at
Murray regulars in the second
abouts of the erring "Boots" can
ville to help the residents of that department
cah; Rev. Ernest G. Crawford, paswholesale
average
the
period but never-threatened seriget in touch with Danny at the
community who have*been evacu- ported
tor of the Presbyterian -Church in
Midway the final frame
ously.
home of his parents. Mr. and
ated from their homes due to the prices dropped slightly last week,
M.
Herman
Rev.
and
Kattawa;
the score was 28 to 26 and the
principally becauel of the decline
Workman, at 500
Lester
Mrs.
swollen streams this spring.
Griass. pastor .of the First PresbyThoroughbreds finished with rePine Street.
Of the quota established for this in food prices.
terian Church in Mayfield.
serves.
The wholesale average dropped
county, the local Red Cross chapThe liesiting ministers were dinter keeps 42.7 per cent of the funds three-tenths of a cent. It was the
ner guests in the home of Dean
Centre 34
Murray 67
Tea.
for use in this area. The balance is second week that the price _ had
Ella R. Weihitea Monday. Tuesday
Gustafson 13
Herrold 8
IP
combasic
900
the
on
dropped
headquarnational
to
turned over
Hill 5
"Campus Lights," the annual ma- Mud in supplying the musical they were dinner guests in the
Snow 8
modities included in the statistics.
ters.
Mrs.
Padgett 6
Hughes 9
steal extravaganza produced by backbone for the production. Some Rresbyterian 'manse with
cent
per
2.8
was
average
The
At a committee meeting this week
Reagan 4
Todd 3
13
Murray State College students, of the song and dance routines Mary Brown in -charge. of prepaplans were formulated for the be- below the mid-January peak but
talent. rations.
'
Acton
Pearce 2
G
opens at tha College Auditorium to- *towed promise of real
40
1946,
30,
per
June
above
cent
ginning of the fund-raising camMrs.
and
Mellen
D.
Professor
F.
perhaps
night at 8:00 o'clock The sece71diSome of the lesser skits
12.
paign. City workers were selected when price ceilings were removed
Alexander
Murray
Subs:
Weddinner
a
with
'entertained
performance will be Saturday night will be polished up before the curto visit *le- business firms to find on most items.
Phillips 6, McKee-I.-Frank 8, Cavnesday evening in honor of the lay
tonight.
rises
tam
time.
same
the
et
at
The federal reservw-board
out The names of all their emendar 8. Loughary 6, Cain 2; Centre
lighting -also members of the church who assistStage sets and
At a sneak preview last night, it
High point of the Rotary Club -Bradshaw, Long. Smith, Oatts,
ployees. Later these Red Cross rep- Washington reported that retail
ed with the visitations. The guests
aid
.artspary
considerable
e4uwed
cast
neophyte
the
that
appeared
resentatives, will return as enve- food prices two weeks ago were
Were 171r. A. H. Kopperod. H R. meeting Yesterday was a discussion Edmiston 2, Brummett Rose 2.
production staff has gone all much hard work.
At a recent popularity contest at and
lope to the employer containing a four per cent below thee record
Hawkins,' Jack Belote, Frank Be- of the Marshall Plan with
Rex
todecide
may
audience
The
something
present
to
card,
membership The January peak was 210 per Murray High School, three boys •out this year
contribution
night that this production is just a lote and Ed Dale Riggins.
_.
.
really worth seeing.
Syndergaard of the College staff
card, and Red Cross button for cent of the prewar average. The
Western and Eastern Kentucky
and three girls were selected by
Len Foster and his orchestra ap- little more than the "usual college
taking . the negative side of the
each employee of the firm. This board said that in addition to
expected
as
advanced
Teachers
than musical."
awark has already started, said food, prices also dropped on hides. the students, The candidates were peered to be in better form
question and Hall Hood, local at- yesterday
quarterthrough the
industrial
other
and
cloth
the
of
print
members
be
required to
Hughes.
finals of the KIAC tournament
torney, taking the positive side.
and
steel
Semi-finished
materials.
Those selected for this task are
senior class, but students fro mall
Marshall amid talk of bigger tournaments to
Syndergaard said the
Luther Nance, James Thurmond, worsted fabrics went up
come.
four classes were eligible to vote.
warned
A university economist
Plan will not succeed because of
Burman Parker. Elliott Wear, T. C.
Western accepted a bid to the
Those selected were: best lookTollie, Boody Russell, Joe Parker, today that a sharp and serioeis ing: girl-Joan St. John. boy-Joe
three primary factors. These are. National Invitational at New York
Dewey Ragsdale, Mrs, Mary Eliza- business recession was still pos- Cable, most popular: girl-Jackie
he said, the manpower shortage in and the University of Louisville
beth Fultun, Fonzie Hopkins, Al- sible.
Ann Madcipx, boy-Hugh Eddy
Western Europe. the lack of mar- was considered a likely prospect
Dean Howard R. Brown of the
Young, Ace
McReynolds,
fred
Wilson; best all-around: girl-SaraThe Women's Medical Auxiliary kets for the goods expected to be for the National Association of InChuck McReynolds, and M. C. El- University of Illionis College of lee Sammons. boy-Bill Rowlett.
gathered at a luncheon Thursday produced, and the lack of capital tercollegiate basketball aournament
Commerce said "we are in a boom
lis.
Eastern was next
These students will be featured
noon for their second meeting since equipment such as mines, factor- at Kaneas City.
Final plans for the over-all fund and booms have a habit of end- in the High School ahnual.
liked for the NAIB.
Junior night, it was a nip and tuck affair the groupare-organized last month..
School's
High
Murray
suddenly."
ing
ies. etc.
raising campaign are being comWestern broke a new team scorvarsity, under the coaching of Dub with both teams displaying good
The purpose of the _auxiliary is
"Our greatest concern today."
pleted now, said Hughes.
Hall Hood answered by saying ing record in defeating Berea 87 to
out the Murray work. The first quarter ended to promote better health in the
Russell. nosed
he said, "is how to attain economic
that the Plan was intelligent self 51 and Eastern scored with unexTraining School juniors by a 22-21 with the teams deadlocked at 9-all. county and te sponsor worthwhile
stability, prevent fluctuation which
help on the part of the United pected ease over Morehead Teachlads
High
Murray.the
Murray
halftime
the
High
last
score
in
At
night
is
organization
The
projects.
civic
could be disastrous and prove to
States.. He said that the Marshall ers 66-40 The winners clash in the
margin.
13-11
slim
High
a
Junior
holding
the
win
were
to
gymnasium
or
sister
widow,
wife,
any
to
open
'the rest of the world the adapplan is designed to bring a condiTournament crown.
The teams played on even terms daughter of a
physician. The tion whereby the countries aided semifinals today.
tability of our economic system."
, Western used reserves most of
close
the
and
frame
third
saw
the
game;
afternoon
Murray
The
during
memnew
have
to
group is arocious
He said the prIssent economic
Will be able to help jiiemselves. the way to break a scoring mark
High's juniors top Fulton 37-21 of the round again found the Mur- bers_ who can join by contacting
situation is similar to the "perThe point was made that the Unit- that had lasted only 16 hours.
and Training School downed Ben- ray High varsity-to-be hanging on anyone who is a member now.
iod of prosperous business in 1920"
ed States can choose between help- Louisville amassed 78 points against
to a 16-14 margin. With three
ton's Juniors 34-26.
Those present at the meeting
which ended in a sharp depresing these countries. to help them- Union last night to break. Western's
In the championship game last minutes left in the ball game. the were Mrs. A. D. Butterworth, Mrs.
The Presbyterian Church will
sion on the commodity markets.
selves, to our mutual benefit, or old mark of 76.
Training School drew up within Robert Hahs, Mrs. Hugh L. HeelsMen's Day in morning
W.4HINGTON. Feb. 27 (UP)It is particularly important to observe
allow Russia 'to take them over,
The Hilltoppers moved ,away
one point of the Cubs, 19-18.
ton„ Mrs. Hal E. Houston, Mrs. J.
Congress doesn't intend to let farm avoid a business "bust" at this worship service next Sunday, Febthus jeopardizing our future.
from the wire slowly. found the
forward,
School
Training
„§„reatte
,
s..
McDevitt,
J.
C.
Mrs.
Outland,
A.
29.
31.
ruary
December
on
stet
;
time,
die
because
said.
he
"Russia
price supports
Herman Reynolds was present as range after five minutes and ran
held scoring honors .of the evening Pr, Ora K. Mason, and Mrs. .1.
Mens Day is in connection with
But leaders indicated today that the would seize upon a recession in
a visiting Rotarian from Paris. up a 37-20 halftime advantage over
fl
points.
nine
with
Hopson.
Lacy
National
.the
program next year may look dif- the United States as proof that our the organization of
Tenn. Bob Prince. and Emmett Bur- the scrappy Berea cagers.
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKA trophy was, presented the winPresbyterian
Men
Counsel of
economic system is defective."
ferent.
keen, students of Murray State
Western continued to roll in the
(UP) (USDA)---s- ners by Supt. W. Z. Carter.
27
Feb.
YARDS.
which was organized February 14,
' House and Senate agricultural
College. were guests of Ed Carter final period as all of Its players
Livestock:
experts said flexibility will be the _Wit flower is offered reversed, 1948 in ChicagoThe lineups:
and Ronald Churchill.
broke into the scoring. Berea ofFrogs 8.700, scalable 8,500: weights
Every man in the -congregation is
keynote of permanent farm legisla- its original signification is contraThe club voted to donate one fered a mild coUntetsoffensive in
T. School 21
under 230 lbs mostly steady with Murray HI 22 Pos.
especially urged to attend: '
tion to replace wartime supports dicted and the opposite implied.
Tucker
average Thursday; spots 25c higher Knight 2
CHICAGO, Feb., 27 WP -Pro- hundred dollars toward the redec- Jack Hale and 'Everett Bach who
that die at the end of this year.
Smith '9 duce:
F
oration of a room at the Murray connected wIth one-handed tonal
on 150 lbs down. 240 lobs up very B. Tolley 6
the
of
Hope
Chairman Clifford
Bowden 3
uneven, mostly 25 to 50 higher. Outland 7
Poultry: .12 trucks; steady; no Hospital, and twenty-five doHars freenjently to.account for 33 paint/
-Rouse agricultural committee said
Jackson 3 price change.
between therm
-to the Boy. Scout drive:Sows mostly steady. 'Bulk Mid lanes 5 •
this year's potato growers, howevWaldrop 6
Western's sporkplug guard, Dee
Recognition was given' in the
and choice 180 to 240 lbs., 23.50 to Coursey 2
Cheese: Twins 43 to 43 1-2; single
er, should get special consideraSubs: Murray High-Alton, Wil- daisies 44 to 45; Swiss 73 to 76.
his injured leg
club bulletin "Rota Patter." to Ro- Gibson, rested
23.75: top 24; 240 to 270 lbs., 22 to
tion.
33.50: 270 to 300 lbs 20.50 to son; Training School-Hughes.
Butter: 450,918 the; weak; 93 tarian Claude Miller, chairman of thfoughout the tilt.
Secretary of Agriculture Clinton
Morehead's zone defense that
22; 300 to 350 lbs 19 to 21: 160 to
score 77; 92 scare '77: 90 score the Infantile Paralysia drive, for
P. Anderson warned last night that
10 lbs 22.75 to 23.25; 130 to 150 lbs
75; 89 score 74. Carlots: 90 score reaching his goal of $2,850.00; Ro- worked so effectively against West'fall potatoes will be in mid-market
MEMPHIS. Tsnn.. Feb /47 IUP) I was fumbling for.".
tarian Harry Sledd, chairman of ern last week had little effect on
to 22.25; few 22.50; 100 to 120 Murray Hi 37, Pos.
1925.
Fulton 21 75: 89 score 74.
when the. present supports-at 90 -A young man walked up to
(From' the Cadiz ?record) two lbs.. 14.25 to 18.50; sows 450 lbs Khight 8
Mann 5
Eggs: iWhites and browns mixed) the Boy Scout drive, who fell Eastern. It brought a low scoring
F
out.
per cent of parity-run
Drug •Store cashier Wanda Cagley local merchants were among Sev- down, 18 to 18.50; oatefa450 lbs 17.50 ,B. Tolley 8
Buckingham 9 12.545 cases; weaker; extras 70 to 80 slightly short of the quota of game for ten minutes before the
F
Anderson said this means potato last night and asked for • $20 eral Western Kentucky business to 18; few 17.25. Most stags 14 to Outland 2
McCullom. 4 per cent A. 49 1-2; extras 60 to 70 11,406.00; and Nat Ryan Hughes. Maroons worked over and around
C
farmers. unless they are assured bill in exchange for -90--111---bills. operators to fall victims to a 16.25.
------- McCord
171/19411 Maim= rif' the Red Crass it to score
4
K. 47 '1•7
--/Taiddlelitsona I Per-ceriT.
In 'front 6-4 atter eight minutes
that new supports will be enacted. He wanted to put the $20 bill new hoax last Saturday, February
Cattle 1,300: salable 1,200; calves Coutiay-11--- Palsgrove I 46 1-2; current receipts 44 1-2 to 3-4; drive who is to raise a quota of
Eastern accelerated the tempo in
will dump their crops on the gov- in a stamped envelope saying it 24. A woman, who looked to be 500, all salable. Trade dull despite
a
. $375000.
Subs: Miirray High- Foy, Lash, dirties 43; checks 41.
a
the next seven minutes to run it
ernment ahead of the deadline.
about 35 years of age and giving meager supply of cattle. Very few Wearren. Shackelford. McKeel 2,
would be safer to mail
to 24-10 and left the flew at inHope aid the only fair thing is
Maw Cagley accepted -the bills her name as Mrs Joe Keller of steers offered. Heifers and mixed Boone, Jones 2. Alton, King. Dowdy.
termission with a 31-20 margin.
to extend the present support plan, and placed the $20 bill on the Hopkinsville Route 2, gave two butcher yearlings making 'up most Childers, B. Outland, Wilson, DyThe count mounted to 49-23 near
checks for $35 'each to both the of the supply with sales about er
as is. temporarily and for potatoes counter.
1, Johnson; Fulton-Voglie,
the half-way point in the last
As•she counted, the man picked Economy Food Store and The Real steady ,although weighty kinds Butts, Copeland. Sevene, Pardon. •
only.
frame before Morehead generated
bill. She watched Front Grocery, to pay for a small finding limited inquiry. Most me"I don't see how we can change up the
Quarter scores were: 6-3 Murray,
enough power to finish on even
the rules in the middle of the him place it in the envelope. amount of groceries purchased. dium to good kinds, from 20-to 25; 16-12 Fulton, 25-18 Murray.
terms. Eastern's big punch came
considerably
held
Counting only 19 instead of 20 she Both checks were identical, signed some choice
crop," Hope told a reporter
in the set shots of Goebel Ritter
by Rex Phillips of Hopkinsville higher. Cows about eteady, but T. School 34
Hope said he is lookiAg for a told the man he was $1 shy.
Benton 26
Pos,
Youth an open meeting whe nthe con- and Pried Hicks and, the continuous
Murray
the
of
Members
The man fumbled through his Route 6 and for hogs, made paya- slow and weak. Canners and cut- Tucker
postwar farm plan in which price
England 8
F
will be adopted and the -blasting of Joe Fryz.
stitution
of
home
the
in
meet
will
C7uncil
the pockets, finally saying:
with
ble to Joe Keller on the Fire City ters quotable from 13.50 to 17; com- Smith 6
aupports can change
Hendrickson 8
F
Mrs. George Hart tomorrow morn- permanent officers elected.
In going to the Metropolitan tourmon and medium beef cows 17.50 Bowden 5
"I thought I had 20 singles. Bank in Hopkinsville.
times. One idea he Is studying
L. Thompson
C
Pat Sykes, Chad Stewart and nament Western will make its third
ing to hear reports of committees
20
cows
odd
with
19;
good
to
the
head
reached
prices,
please
checks
you
envelope
the,
the
would
hold
When
of
-average
calls for a 10-year
J. Cole 5
Jackson 12
G
and make definite plans for the Rupert Parks. Jr., are co-chairman bid for the title.
vealers, Waldrop 7
Bulls and
better.
Hopkinsville Bank the local mer- or
Hicks 3
in which the support price would while I get another dollar?"
•
0
a
of the high school members of the
future.
The man left with the 19 ones. chants , were notified that no one steady; good beef bulls 21.50 to
be based.
Subs: Training School- Nix,
At this meeting a committee council. Other members are Betty
Hope Is not ciinvinced Congress When he failed to return Miss by that name had an account titre 22; Medium to good sausage bulls Hughes 2, Bailey, Fuqua, Colson 2:
will be appointed to draw up a Jean Thurman. Latitia Maupin,
will get around to drafting a long Cagley looked into the open enve- and that like checks were arriving 19 to 21.50; good and choice vealers Benton-Combs 2, Elkins, Ford.
constitution for the organization Mary Frances Williams. and JackTraining School held the follow'
range farm plan this year. In the lope. She found a $1 bill-not the there from a number of towns in 24 to 29: common and medium 15
and nominate candidates for an ie Ann Maddox.
to 23; culls 8 to 12
Western Kentucky.
ing leads at the quarters: 10-2, 20-11,
event it fails, he has said, a stop- $20 bill.
Adult members of the council
election of permanent officers.
Sheep 500; all, salable; run in- and 2.846..
"Psychology and sleight of hand
The woman was there around
gap extension will be enacted.
The Housing committee will give are Rev. George Bell, Rev Samuel
a,
lambs
fed
deck
double
one
eludes
same
did
the
9,30
during
trick,"
the
John
am.
said
Woodand
a
of
Aiken
D.
George
Chairman
Cub Hick 45 will hold their regua report on progress in finding McKee, W. Z Carter, A. B. Austin.
day gave three checks in Elkton; and few odd lots trucked in Maripecial Senate agriculture sub- ward the store manager
13. lar meeting tonight at 7:00 in-the
permanent quarters for the group Mrs. George Hart. and W
having
dairymen
county
Bullitt
and
mid
Load
steady.
about
ket
Miss
or
"Had
one
and
Cagley
SUSRusselville
become
in
one
permanent
committee drafting a
A date will. be set. for seme time Moser. Mrs. A. B. Austin is chair- Woodman Hall, according to Ottis
water tanks in
farm program disparaged talk of picious of the money when the more in Trenton. Ali checks were choice 105-lb fed lambs 21.50; odd drinking cups or
in March when the present coun- man of the P. T. A. committee Valentine, Cub Master.
reported
cows
for
barns
loafing
bunch
Imams
21
natives.
good
tote
man
placed
for
were
in
.
all
it
and
envelope,
alike
the
exactly
emergency action. He said ConDed Mothers and Den Chief are
milk production held up 'well dur- cil members together with Mur- selected to work with ,the cowl gress should get going with its more than likely the fellow woule hogs but one and it was for a medium clipped lambs 17,'odd lots
urged to attend this meeting.
ray youths and syrents will hold cil.
ing cold weather.
wooled ewes 11 down.
have said 'oh yes, that's the dollar calf.
long range planning.
._

trainer

'Campus Lights' Opens at MSC
Tonite--Is Annual Production

ROTARIANS HEAR
DISCUSSION OF THE
MARSHALLPLAN

MOST POPULAR
SENIORS SELECTED
AfilIGH SCHOOL

NHS Wins Junior High
Tourney Crown Last Nile

WOMEN'S MEDICAL
AUXILIARY HOLDS
SECOND MEETING

PRESBYTERIANS TO
OBSERVE MEN'S
DAY SUNDAY

GOV. SUPPORT OF
FARM PRICES TO
BE REVAMPED

1

LIVESTOCK

PRODUCE

Old Skin Games Take on
New Meaning Nearby

t

s,
es

Youth Coundl To Hear
Reports At Meeting Sat.
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Cub Pack 45 Meets
Tonight at 7:00
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THE LEDGER & TIM

PAGE TWO

NAMES ACTOR IN PATERNITY SUFI

• • THE LEDGER & _TIMES
PI1LISHEDIpY THE CALLOW AT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway- Times. and The
Alines-Herald, October 2009* and the West Kentuckian Janaary 171942

-

W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

;.Microprojector To 1Life-long Secret
'Be Used In Telling Of Ohio"Man"
Age Of Fish - Exposed- In Death
-Two- members of the Division
CINCINNATI, O., Feb. 26. (UPI
(R Game and Fish attended a --Death today' exposed the secret
Howard
which Chatlie (Correct,
'
meeting of the Ohio River Divisguarded closely for more than
ion .Conservation Conference at century.
Hotel Metropole, Cincinnati, on
The secret was discovered by a
.February 19 and 20. Attending with
Charley
approximately 120 delegat,•s from physician last night after
died of a• cerebral hernor_rage.
the Eastern Section of U. S. were
Charte_y_ was not a man but a
Minor Clark. Superintendent
avotnan.
Fisheries, and John Currie, Superintendent of Game-- marignrent.44=n1
The two-day discussion dealt with and neighbors. They west,'unable
e
e
npicars:
a
a
s
nd
a
w
n
:
ih
ay
n
.
had
she
the problems of developing 41,Orsi
control areas from a standpoint qttetiranctesdrst
of game and fn. management. son who knew Charlie's _secret
soil erosion prevention. recreation, offered an explanation.
She is Mrs. Ida Belle Redd. 139.
reforestation and forest fire control. Local problems from through- Charlie's
stepdaughter. Charlie
out the affected Sections were married Mrs. Redd's mother in 19discussed in forums which follow- 02, but the marriage lasted only ,a
ed the reading of papers. Mat
Gen. D. -L. Weart, Division engi- fit(' conference. Ed Ernst. of the
neer of the Ohio- River District 'kentucky Game and Fish Comat Cincinnati. presided at the mission, also will attend thg meet, pering session with other district ing.
engineers discussing various phases of the work ,in later meetings.

Published afternoons except Sunday at 1U3 North 4th St., Murray, Ky.
Entered at the Post Office.. Murray, KentuekY, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
•
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c. per
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Brotherhood Week

..

We have *so many'tworthy occasions to observe, and
;ski Tinny good causes to,support.-that we overlook-somq ofvery
are
them ,and we sometimes doubt whether they
• -,
effectiveA microprojector, to be used
This is '.'BrOtherhood Week." and to make an honest
principally in telling the age of
cpplessiu,fl we,don:t know what it is all about aside from
7.;• •
••• fish, has been completed for the
vim; ham .actors and comedians on -the radio something
Division of Game and Fish by
_
-flew AO talk about. ,
•
131ologist Leonard ioeris and Assistant Chentist Robert Prather.
Brotherhood Week can mean nothing, or it can mean
The - instrument magnifies microa neat field.' depending upon the the way the individual
scopic objectives 30 times and
responds tcil it.
projects the image on a screen 20
If every Person in the United Slates'Would make it
by 20 inches. therefore allowing a
hii business this 'Week .to contaa one individual he has
better view of the subject to be
mistreated for first one reason and another-in an effort to
studied.
Plankton
imicroseopic
would
Week"
patch pp a misunderstanding -Brotherhood
plantib and animals whieh are the
principle source of food for fish'
really be worth
may be studied under the microWe are an -emotional people. and all-of us are differ-projeetor, • th.ereby determining
ent. Sore are blessed With nafiVe resistance to slurs, 'dr
just how much fish a given bony
• even intentional *suite...while others suffer for years beOf water mat. otter., In this way
cause of • purela Unintentional neglect: or'indiffereiice, bn
the baatogio..• readily may -find
ora Tfre-n-d-TiraNfliaintOtte
waters in witch snore food is
Why isn't this a gbod time to let a friend. relatives or
needed.for a better growth of fish.
of
spite
differences
in
of
,like.him
know
we
neighbor
The principle'use of the micro•
opitianc4
.
We are told we have to be a friend if ,We exprojector is for determining the
Pect to have friends.
rate of growth of fish. By enlarging the stales of fish samples it
"Brotherhood Week" is a good tinitstOlet at least one
LEANING OVER her weck-oigl baby, film bit player Gloria Schurnrn, 33, tin be ,determined the rate of
person know - he is appreciated. If that ,person happens to
Ig piclared (top) in Los Angeles after she named actor Wallace Beery, growth of fish.and determine
belong to a different race, a different church, or believes
63, as "the father of her child." She aled_suit in Superior Court to estab- whether the body of water is
philosophy,
so
the
better.
much
in a different pAitical
lish paternity'cif the child andaakeil support and pasii.ent of medical overcrowded
understocked •o r
'tVe all live under -the sariv flag. enjoy the same free- ' and legal'expenres. The actor (bottom) is shown with his divorced
lacks sufficient food. Rings on the
dom, and .strive tomwds a better standard of living: even r.ife,_Rita Gelman, and his Adopted daughter Carol Ann after tne !eget scale of the fish indicate the
aftfeenalsosian
thi,rugh our opportunities;--rlvantages, ahd,fortunes differ,' papers hat_been-served. He denied the charges
_
acrowth period. For instance. if a
And'we hai-e-made-tite.best if+ -i;t* living together of an
scale has two pronounced rings,
'the TW1..is two . years old- Like*_people .on earth.
wise, when a fish is stunted by
` Diming the -tvar-we reachefl'a peak. of brotherhood
the lack of fod during one of
and co-operation that was the envy of the world. That
its growing periods, this, too, is
,
. Was because our brother WEEN in trouble.
shown
by' a dimmer line on the
If we realize his post-war difficulties may be _tryingscale. The biologist. in earlier tests
. too, we can make permanent a mighty good way.
on him.
on 'the microprojeetor. has found
of life we acquired during an emergency.
• .
.
I
bass three :riches long range in
.
remember the old adage about as yet. Do you know Kentucky age from two months to three
. . Well. it
"Ground Hog"?
years. This varience of sue. ;t
looks like it might be trim. Sure
was determined, is cated. by the
Matthews
5;
Verse
3
Blessed
are
;auks like old winter is still
food supply :or the respective fish.
us. So much for that. It has been the poor in spirit, fin" theirs is the
the fiaeat winter to SAE boys and Kireloni of Herren: Verse 6. BlessThe' Junior Cons&vation
'
4
irls I ever' saw, but it has been ed are they which do hunger .and work in Kentucky will be exnt HARMON W. NICHOLS
thirst
after
righteousness:
'for
ttley
eea.
orrespondent
t
nited Preaa Staff
'ItaThbishakei with the greit woe to us old bnys and girls.
plained to the Tennessee Sportsalmost great of Brivad•,ta::.
Sure aorry to hear of Loraine shall be filled, Verse 9 Blessed are men at time annual convention if
wAssfooToNa Feb aa.
the
peacemakers: for thy shall be
box tps
a
No riddles to Iv,
'Jiggs' Burkeesfs
this group in Nashville on FeoA sheer pair of vegmen'r stoekines
accident Monday called 'the children of God: Verse roar" 26. 27, 28. Ed Adams, Sup, to mall in. •
.these days' come at around ft3
when a passeager 43 Ye nine heard that it hath been erintendent of Junior Clubs, w.II
this 4-21.4 my last charese
pair.
collided said. thou shalt _love thy ni ighbor, explain the setup used in Kentea i
said.
it.
At';:treY
LLIcik
They're tooted. too The NatioriM cmnd1 1-4a
of and hate tame enemy; Verse 44 But tucky ad a film of the J1.1111or
with
orie
111: b• 31
Arid
Nest-4
1 say„,unto you, love your enemies.
Bureau of 'Standards rigged up -alLaundry.
I
Boone's
_gearing
la-,
camps at Kentucky Lake and Dale
Um
of
besides
_
a
!
ran
„
one
ffi0,407/ meeaana.ja
tracts of which bless them that.curse you, do good hollow of last year will be shown
the girls at work. call me an- old
to
them
that
-hate
you
and
pray
for
thing like ...Betty Grable's right
was the
Jiggs
the sportsmen and represenatives
irr.aict, Do. l_looie like an old maul
one, for otoe....purprtses
them which •clespitefullr use you
•
•
.
driver..
of the U. S. Engineers, Earl Wal4 -You "•'
and
pereraUte
you:
Verse
se& nine Trerh 'Oleg aend...i...
45
That
-airs.' Sarah
lace; Director of the Kentucky
"ItIO'
ing and toe wiggling the gals- I was about" to, --oh' arid.
Smotherroan - of, ye may be the children of Apar Division. and Al Blum, President
MIX would take bet-re shawirtg ht'a out of a trarice when nin: the ifilzvl visited Superior -L...iinclra Father which is in_ heaven;•.for He of the
League of Kentucky Spor:s-tt'
makcah His sun to rise on the evil
a bare knee or pinky. It tamed; Old but,rilky butted in with- a Friday afternoon
_see her sister
men, 's-ill be featured speakers at
arm
that
gave
of
the
so.i_aere
little
prLtAy•
all
tough,
out the tiOft are
correspondent- Kentucky-- Belle. and and on the good and sendeth rain
Audrey her answer- on the just and on tIlle unjust; Verse
right
•
had a -nice little chat
46 For if - ye love them Which. love
The ..nclijilbs weds-to-be have
•
The manufacturers were rightly
Kathrine
Lewis
Mrs.
and
;Liss
proud.
But not sot-c•reky as to studied overTTEri'.r schedule-.for toe Juanita Peeler were in Murray jam, sehat reward have ye? Do
;
York.
t(•d
not even the Rublieans. sei?
advise the sort of prolonged kneel- hurly-burly 61 teeming l'avit
Thutsday afternoon and attended
Goodbye until- next time, Linn'
7111Eati Lady itiutiridure in p!„..1 It scares 'em 'a little. Neither err the big atete: she joubtio.r v...art
pming- to a guy_. And this beingi has "faced 'die shock of a photo- for KentuvkY. Belle to come 'he-inc old-Kentucky -Belle
leap year. a lot of eornen aa• •graghers flash 'bulb N.7-ither es- r frarn walk I know you will wait
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playing turnabout
next time.
• .
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George.
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Little Audrey In
.
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to trade with Japan
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Charlie
believes
Redd
Mrs
began wearing male attire
cause she wae the only daughter in
a large family.
"Maybe Charlie wan'tedito 1st like
her brothers. and just kept right
on pretending she was,a boy and
later a ifian,", the -.stepdaughter.
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BEAR SERVICE can determine the extent of wheel, feasts, BEd
front-end mis-alignment,

DANCING

2.

BEAR SERVICE can correct these deficiencies. -

THE
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We have a

_

factory trained man•to use

STRATA CLUB
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this equipment.

DON'T DELAY
SAVE TIRES

REDUCE VIBRATION and STRAIN

•

Ask for RUDY f3ARNETT
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• JIMMIE SMALL
And His Orchestra
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Billington-Jones Motor Co.

'Saturday Night
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FOR SALE-One 1942 model Ford
tractor with full set of new
equipment. One 1948 model V A.C.
Case fully equipped. .Have some FOR RENT-4-ruom house, unfurtwo row horse drawn corn plant- nished-601 Sycamore
call
or
ers with fertilizer attachments. 9104.
F27p
Also a good used washing niachine-Haman Coles at Mid- FOR RENT-9-acre tobacco base.
128p Will furnish power or rent withway.
out. Phone 738-R-2-Everett RobFOR SALE-Model B. Allis Chal- erts.
F28p
mers tractor and equipfnent A-1
•
condition. Priced to sell. See Ellis FOR RENT-3 unfurnished rooms
Dick, Murray Route 5, 2 miles upstairs, for married couple. Prilp
Mlp vate bath-101 N. 12th St.
east of Cherry on old road.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

For Rent

For Sale
ROUGH LUMBER - Poplar and
oak. All lengths. Uniform widths
and thickness. Accurately sawn.
See John A. Nance, Nance Bros,.
MlOp
New Concord, Ky.

pa

11—Perlii4 of time
S—Pather
:t sled (alma)
,
13-1
'3—'"o steel
It —Cl-filed
15-12,0f eds.,
15-1-e waik.d frOut
San futures
15—To wipe out
adlys
2I—At no time
1121-811p of tcrugua
27—To permit
29—Vow
31—Rdibl• nut
gmememmommenam•
S
4

LEOS, ARMS!
ho-r,ww•
nt.•
ern./ Irre trod

V

The Ivernett Nevares Co.
Ame,c• s Outstend.,,g 0P8iwiel
Menorariety — tstab1,111•d 1910
540 lo amok s.Stswis.414,8•4

0

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG!
When you buy a guaranteed • Used Car
from an established dealer, who Will
back up all he says about it-- SEE US TODAY FOR A GOOD BUT—
.7.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
1947 CHEVROLET fleet:waster, 2-door, iindlin mad
heater.

1946 FORD 2-door, akthe extras, clean.
1947 FORD Pick-up.
1941 CHEVROLET Special, 2-door, original-talk
clean.
1940 CHEVROLET 2-door, black finish, new tires,
clean.
1940 FORD 2-door, radio and heater. A swell litw
tie car.
1939 CHEVROLET 2-door, extra nice and clean.
1937 CHEVROLET 2-door Standard, fair condition.
1937 FORD 4-door, drives good.
1935 FORD, 4-door. A good little car, cheap.
1934 CHEVROLET. Fair condition. Cheap—real
cheap.
1936 CHEVROLET Pick-up.
1932 CHEVROLET. Good condition, good trans. portation.
These Are Just A Few Of Our Cars, So

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY OR
TRADE
Chas. Hugo Wilson, Sales Mgr.

Billington4ohes
Motor Company
Incorporated'
PHONE 170
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TRACTORS PAINTED with new
factory letters transferred on the
Notices
hood-Automotive Electric Service, Coldwater; Truman Turner. DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
1 p Sale every Saturaay beginning at
Manager.
10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 'if they
In the 1947 corn- derby. Jackson don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
county had 18 4-H club members Anybody can sell ... anybody can
who produced over 100 bushels to
buy-Main Street Car Exchange
the acre.
•
•itI and Auction Co, Hopkinaville
tf
'Ky.
4411

5

...wt. TO

,

Services Offered

A

32—Beetle
34--8tadlutne
313—Splce
37—Part of churCh
39—To stain
40—To slip by
thrtIvely
41—Peas and beans
44—To heap _
45—Little arrows
45—Romantic person,
53—TO plunder
54—Wine
55—R15b card
16—Moon goddess
57--ftweetaop
15—Owing
59—River in Belgium

ACROSS

FOR SALE-19e Ford 3-door, 3
Months old, $1,750; 1938 Chevrolet,
new tires, Strand motor reconda
-Honed. good buy at $700. Inquire
at Gulf Gas Station, Hazel, Ky.Berthal Waldrop, or ask for Ruble
F27p FOR SALE-Four-room house on
Taylor.
-190 by 108 it. lot; with electric
and Found]
FOR SALE: One medium sized
stove, fuel ail heater, washing maGeneral Electric
refriegerator,
chine and refrigerator. Immediate
LOST-Pointer bird dog, white with
new motor, good condition, cheap,
lp
possession Phone 782-J.
collar is W.
lemon ears, name
feather bed. Telephone I197J. F28c
—.• a G. Mattingly. Paducah, Ky. FindFOR SALE-Popular brand cigarer please call 011ie Brown, phone
I
ettes. 15c with purchase of 1 quart
lc
9080.
Marco Penn motor oil. Free with
ansspaniel
APPLIANcocker
Black
SMALL
and
RADIOS
LOST:
each oil drain. Pay for 4 quarts
wers to name of Boots. Notiand get 5 quarts-Always less. CES repaired. Located in the old
Martin Oil Co., Second and Main Calloway County Lumber Co. fy Lester Workman 500 Pine
F28p
F27p Street..
St.. Murray. Ky.
M27c building. Robert Ross.

MEM

and Save, Money

1411:111111111111011111111.1111111.1
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'act

Jul

Wed 'eaten Srogrorr.

1—Western Indian
2—Loud noise
3—Beneflt
4—Water birds
5—Age
8—Man's name
7—In bed
11—Light sailing boat
S—Avlator
10—Fastener
II—Puss
17—One of the
0.13. labbr.)
19—Cry of Bacchants
23—To deserve
24—Huge and
ens:tidy
25—To kill
28—Cornfort
37--8matier
28—Dash
30—To po.sess
33-8also:.,rs
35—To peruse
35—Brief view
41—Family
43-01,rush
45—Heavy metal
47—Sound
as—Heavenly body
49—Resort
00tine utensil
40 ,
51—Native metal
52—To obtfene

The Dodger deficiency may' be
Playful Baby Lion
because Branch Rickey'a boys..
mostly aren't old enough to be out Relaxes Invalid
of college.
UP)-Life can
Chicago's collegians .are Holurd.. FRESNO. CAL
Auman, Wake Forest; Don Carlson, teem dull to a bed ridden man,
with a lion cub
1-Denver; c4ilt-Chambers,--Washing- but not so dull
ton State: .Jack Jackson. TCU and running around the house.
Texas; and Clarence Maddern,'AriHerbert Reiter, 27, has been conzona. Cincinnati has Ted Kluszew- fined to bed every since he injured
ski, Indiana; Joe Adcock. Walker his hip in hig hschool football nine
Cress and Jim Gremillion. all of years ago. He has just been preLSU, and Claude Corbitt, Duke.
sented with Sambo. an orphan
Boston's
sneepskin ' stars are baby lion from the zoo.
Johnny Fitzer, ,LSU; Ray Hardee,
Sambo sleeps beside Reiter's bed.
North Carolina State College; and Reiter laughs now. But reflectively
Dick Maaville, Yale. The Phils he says. "I guess I can only keep
have Dick Koecher, Temple; Ed
him until he's about five month
Oswald, St. .John's, and Homer old. Then he'll be too big to stay
Spragin.s, Mississippi State._ At in the house."
Pittsburgh the candidaltacaTe Eddie
At this stage, Sambo carries en
Fitagerland, Sil. Mary's; _George
kitten.. He
(Mule) Haas, Union, and Dick just like an overgrown
worries the sweater he sleeps on
Piatnela Pitt_
does con;Icleia-17—alamlesa
New York squints at Johnny Car- and
den, -Texas Aggies;'Jack Conway. chasing around the house. Still
Texas, and George Spencer, Ohio when Sambo is-fed a few scraps of
State. St. - Louis looks over Ken meat he gets off some rather conJohnson of Kansas U., and 'Larry vincing growls.

Today's Sports Parade

• LISTENNOTICE - 'LOOK
_During this cold weather is the
time to have your refrigerator
'completely gone over and any
trouble corrected-repainted, belts,
gaskets. eta replaced and avoid
trouble in hot weather.-Carter
Sales and Service, Tel 18, Paris,
Marl7c
Tenn.

trISSNEfiU.K. WILDCATS
ACCEPTBID FOR
N.C.A.A.-TOURNEY
LEXINGTOli. Ky., Feb. 25 i UP)
-The University of Kentucky basketball team, fresh from its 58-38
revenge victory over Temple last
night, todaa accepted a bid to play
in the N.C.A.A. tournament ,at
Madison Square Garden March 18
to 20.
-Athletic Director Bernie Shively
announced the Wildcats would accept the bid. It is the fifth consecutive year the -Wildcats have gone
to a national'tournament.-

Miggins of Fondharn, while the
Haskell Jackson of Bullitt county
Dodgers take a peek at Michigan's
has spread 18 tons of rock phosDon Lund.
Getigraphicalla speaking. they phate on pastures.
make a bit of a prayaricator out of
Yankee scout Joe Devine, who recently told his coast youngsters
that they were the bomber stars of
WANTED
the near future.
First class mechanic, capable of being head meFor despite Devine's glowing accounts of how Pacific Coast talent
chanic and shop foreman.
is going to take. aver the big
leagues, of this, group the indicator
•
shows that the South is turning out
the greatest proportion of he future
stars.
.
"Cleanest Place in Paris"
Of these youngsters who came
out a/ cloistered Mita to take their
Paris, Tenn.
Phone 640
whack at the big diamond, eight are
from southern schools. And the
West .Coast Isn't 'even second best,
that honor:going to the E:eat ain't •
six. a The western college
laala
five; and the •midwest and southwest. each three. .„
But one thing is certain. -no matter from which section they .hail,
they are a lot better off with a bit
orboortaw under their baseball"
ERASE AN ERROR- A-ND IT DOES NOT SAM
caps.
They'll fully appreciate it, too.
100 Sheets to the Box
when they ogle those major league
contracts- and start dickering with
those smoothies in the front office.
LEDGER & TIMES

Russell Pontiac Company

By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK, Feb. 27 ,UP --The
"Good old days" when the only
off-field niceties necessary' to a
major league ball player were the
ability to autograph a Luau "X"
and spit a curve into the wRid-up?
parently were
•
today.
Wanted
EduCation finally is catching up
to the lads who once specialized in
TO REMAIN IN COLLEGE I must plug cut and hair mattresses on
obtain work after 430 p.m. Call their chests. .Cheating Zara and
office Dean of Men, 4-4 past. 127p the new look have taken their toll
and the afternoon chin hair no
longer is a requisite for the he man.
Telephone
Berlin's
In the old days a player who
graduated from high school kept it
Book Not As It
quiet. But. baseball today is putUsed To Be
ting the accent on the college tnan
and every club has its regulars who
FRANKFURT. Germany - The
Berlin telephone directory, cut to
NANCY
10 per cent of its pre-war size, is
now only a 100-page booklet.
The first number in the book
-belongs to a Berlin demolition
firm. The directory shows no Russian telephone numbers, but three
American and three British extensions are listed. There is one Goering, an interpreter of Russian. and
two Borrnanns. both women physicians.

spend the winter rooting tor alma
mammy.
It's a situation which is increasing annually and the off seasonbanquet barrage may have much to
cto with the improveirant. Bu;
whatever the reason, ,in the NaCo.n141,1apague alone this
112
are a cbol 25 youngsters making
their big league bid with the benefit of higher education behind
them.
...The Chicago Cuba, goals_ in big
for a, winning transfusion of young
blood. and the Cincinnati. Reds
lead the National League according
to' the annual green g ik with
t.ive collegaina each. The Braves.
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and New
York, each will look at. three; St.
it Brooklyn. one.
Louis. two

TYPEWRITER WM
Millers Falls EZERASE

READ
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By Ernie Bushmiller

Untouchable

It costs about $4 more to grow
and harvest an acre of corn now
than it did in 1913-15, but the
improvement in the per acre yield
makes a bushel of corn in the crib
today cost 30 per cent less than it
did 30 years ago.
CARD OF THANKS We wish to'expaess our sincere
thanks to our many friends and
neighbors for their help and sympathy during the illness -and death
of our husband and father, Charles.
ABBIE an' SLATS
E. Smith.
.
Especially to we thank Dr. SinHarperaMolligan -Funeral
dare.
ANC' MY ORDERS ARE —
(
Home. Bro. Raymond Riggs. Bro.
YOU STAY OUT'SORRY,
Hardeman, Max Churchill Funeral
MR.McRESOD!
Home. and -all who sent the beau.SOO
taut floral offerings.
Your worthy deeds of kindness
'
will always be remembered.
Wife and-ClfltdreTn

^

1104. by Uored 17704... Srr1.770*
Y. lei. U. r PO CO —2.61 •nprh roserved

By Raeburn Van Buren

McRebob Is Desperate

44 Goidiio

OF 5ULPHL)RIC "
4 111
rAACiBOTTLE
P. I WANT-TO - E X TERMINATE

HE'Ss &OT MY RANO-,71)5T BECAUSE
AND MY
OF THAT HAN05OME,
5TUFID FAZE!

-

50mE-TERmITES!
ihr,,

I

S
PRE SCRIPTION"

FREE!
Coming Monday, March 8

5,41 4 04/
I.11 S U...•
. WI ..•••••
--•7
1.1 S

•

LPL ABNER

BIG JOHN DEERE SHOW

The Chair Who Made Good

NOT
:
,
,
VkARIASSIosiittiv
ON ME.
FLAT-

T..

-*A16-011FPFAIDALE
SO YOU'RE.
/R IS 77( MOV"
WiSE TO ME.!'
WELL-WHAT hVHUITAN CRIMINAL'.
/WEYER FACED/)
ARE YOU
MIND IF I SIT
GOING TO
DO ABOUT 'DOWN?—
•
IT?

AT

Farmers Tractor & Implement Cs.

By Al Capp
as

AS A KID, I ALWAYS
WANTED TO BE A
CETECTIVE,AND
FIGHT CRIME. I
STUDIED AND
SLAVED!! FIRST, I
WAS A MERE Re•TROLMAN -THEN, I
WORKED MY WAY
UP TO DEL TIVEff

NOW THAT I'VE
CAUGHT
RAT-YOU'D BETTER
EXPLAIN A FEW
THINGS. I RSTHOW DID YOU
BECOME. A
CHAIR?
Ill

IMO '

IT WAS THE SAME WITH OAP?'I
MCIT I ALWAY WANTED YOU'RE
TO BECOME A O4IPPII-t A
DALE CHAIR?! IT cCUNNIM3
SCALff
WASN'T FASY,BELIE A._
ME• YOU'D NEVER
THINK,TO LOOK AT
ME NOW,THAT ONILY
LAST YEAR I WAS
A FOOTSTOOL TT

BEGINNING AT 7:00 P. M.

SHOW WILL BE HELD AT

DEALER'S STORE
•

•

A
45

•r

,

.

_ '21;1"

.

.411.

,

/ ft
.A •
_
AA.
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The Cabinet Food Committee Suggests:
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Activities Locals
_Weddings

Er

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY

4.4grolifireat! Sade Meal! Sa4441thePeace!
SATURDAY PEACE PLATE

The business session was led by
Mrs. Mary Radford. and last but not
least was the Bible study led by
Mrs. 'Edna Swift and, closed with
Saturday. February 28
The Benton W.S CS. held -its reg- prayer by Bro. H--P. Blankenship.
The Alpha Department will meet
.
••
.
1
ular, monthly meeting February- 24_
at the home of Mrs. Headley_
Swift. blenday, March- 1
. The Murray Chapter' .of the
?Ile program was opened by the
League of Women Voters will meet
- group singing their theme song,
in the dining room of the National
would Be True," followed with
prayer by 'Mrs. H. P. Blankenship.
Mrs. Dewey Nelsen entertained Hotel at 8 p.m.
Mrs.'Bettye Pulmer gave the devo- the members of the Friday Bridge
Tuesday, March 2
tional followed by the group sing- Club yesterday at 2 30 at the home
The General meeting of' the W.S.
ing: I Am Thine. 0 Lord_ The les- of her daughter-in-Lw Mrs. Nat CS wilrbe held at the First Methson
for . February:
AchieVing Ryan Hughes
odist church at 2:30: The Viiesleyan
Christ's Lofty Way. was given ba"
and /Service Guild will be in charge of
The following mimbers
Mrs. Edna Swift, Mrs. Mary Rad- guests were Seated at the three the program.
ford and Mrs. Emma Lou 'ructker. tables:
Group meetings of the Woman's
One Thing Needful—Mrs. Hon- r Mesdames Elmus Beale. Barney Council of First Christian Church
tas Lyles.
Langston. Wells Radom. Vernon .a.t'2:30.
.
th-ing Honest -Mrs. Emily Swift 'Stubblefield Jr.. iaiktarmer. Jack
Group I, Mrs. H. C. Corn, leader,
Christian
A
Blacksmith—Mrs. Sharborough, Ralph Woods and in basement of .First C
Opha Culver.
.
urch.
•
guests. Itlesames Nat-Ryan Burgher,
Locll Love—Mrs. Bettye Palmer. B.
_Scherffius. Web Overte.v. .. Group IL_ Mrs. It. M. Pollard
Satan's Tools—Mrs.- H. -P. Blatt Will R ..Whitrfell and Ed Frank leader, In home-of Sirs. A. Carman,
ken.ship.
Main street..
Kirk.
He giveth More Grace—Mrs EmGroup III. Mrs. L. M. Overbey,
ma Lou Tucker.
Mrs. Lawrence Jaeobs of Padu- leader, in the home of Mrs. E. A.
It Takes Courage—Mrs. Bettye cah
in Murray to spend the Johnston. Poplar street.
Palmer.
• .
weekend with her son Rob BradThursday. March 4
Mending Trousers—Mrs. .Ednd ley and wife, and her sister 'Miss
Business and Professi.onal group
Mary Shipley,
-Swift
pf the
Woman's Council: - First
Christian, Church. Miss Ruth Ashmore, leader, in the home of Mrs.
0. B.-Boone, Mayfield Rd., at 7:30.

Benton W.S-.CS.
Meets Tuesday

Social Calendar

Friday--Bridge Club
Entertained By Mrs.
Dewey Nelson

irr

Young Matron's Group. Miss Betty •Shroat. leader, home of Mrs.
Robert Hahs at 7:30.

College
Calendar
February 27. Friday—Campus
Lights. K.I.A.C.
February 22. Saturday--Campus
Lights. K.I.A.C.. Forensic tournament, Wilson hall.

a —Saylt--- With A

veiy Portrait.

The Members of "the ever-reedy
group
the Baptist Training Union of the Fast Baptist_ Church
met last night at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Hunter Love on Poplar
Street for their monthly social
dutch supper.

of

••

,
It isn't always possible

1

B.T.U. Group Has
Dutch Supper At
Hunter Love Home

your loved

to be with

ones on Easter Sunday
but the next best thing
is to send a lifelike portrait.

Come in to LOVE'S STUDIO for a
sitting today
Phone 92-J for an appointment

Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Churchill. Noble Farris.
Eugene Tarry. Hall Hicks. Hilliard
Rogers. Pat Hackett. Luther Dunn,
Van Bainett. Larry Kerley. Olen
Huff. Haley Carter..James Shelton.
Clayborne Jones, Porter Holland,
F. Yancey; Miss Laurine Tarn);
'.1r.! Stanford 'Anders. W. J. Pitt-.an: Mesdames --Hugh McElrath.
'.iaydelle Talent. Etfiel Lassiter. and
Myrtle Wall.
Children present were Carolyn
and Barbara Huff. Michael KerIcy. Louise and Betty Jones. Ron.
ald BaBrnett. Elsie, Jimmie and
Joan Love.
The group we, favored with a
piano recital by A. F. Yancey. instructor at Murray State College.
,

Love's Studio
Phone 92-J

503 Poplar

• • •

Mrs. Ellanora Sims Langston of
Detroit was a recent visitor in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Langston. Mrs. Langston Visited points
l of interest through the southern
! states and Texas, and attended tub
Mardi dras before returning home.
•

SPECIAL OFFER!
THE FURNITURE EXCHANGE COMPANY'
--- •
IN PARIS
WILL ,DEL1VER FURNITURE TO YOUR
HOME FREE

▪

PARIS; TENN.

Lat
Hem
To

T

at

HOLLYWOOD
-FILAISHOP

Janitor

MEM.,et

FABRICS
by E4W

M

•

Edd Carter, March 5.
Bro. L. H. Pogue. March 5.
Carl Christenberry, March 7.
Coleman Arnett, March 8
The Newport Rotary Club ioted
to award $50 to the Campbell
county 4-II club boy and girl

Quality
Foods

Happy. Birthgeort

North MaKitet
•

*-

Fabrier, the

Perkins Adams, F.,b
Clifton D Finroy,
Novill Pendereico,rch S.
Mra. Ethel Darnell, Myth
Eulala Lawrence, l'siare11 4. '
A. L. llama Mare!? 5.
t

-,
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cloths: with the fine
I
textured finish.that last and last
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Choose from a wide variety of
beautiful patterns and colorings
in these fine fabrics.
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beautiful colors that never

fade in sun or tub.

making
the
most
outstanding
scheiverivents in 1948.

HAYS & FIELDER

kiwi
_

Wardrobe worries with Gilbrae

•

The Alpha Dejsaitment of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 at the
ClUb House_
.
Mrs. Joseph Cohron will give a
reading of .a play. Hostesses will
be Mrs. J. I. Hosiek, Mrs Cleo G.
}feeder, Miap Mayrelle Johnson,
F D. McConnell, Mrs. Ray
Treon,' and Miss Nellie Mae Wyman.
-

Furniture Exchange Co.
Phone 36

R(

-It

Both NEW and USED
--TRY US
We Sell For Less

Cl

Alpha Depaitment
Of Woman's Club
o Meet Saturday----2--

We have a large stock of
RUGS and YARD GOODS
..INOLEUM
1•
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

", •

Unit,

THE.GARDEN

Summer
birgin-io

and we will make it worth your'time and trouble if-.
you Will pro us-a. visit
VS

On the Peace Plate in today's pared. It uses ready-cooked vegeFood Conservation Program, try tables as well as meat, Some lunchLuncheon Meat Cups with Creamed eon meats are surprisingly low in
Pear for the main dish. For a busy cost, too. The bland ones are inure
We often are asked why tomatoes "Saturday household, it can mean suitable for this dish.
Not every cook can make good
domestic peace, too. A hut quicklygrow to., vine- and fruit sparsely
cooked main dish with an appetiz- hashed brown potatoes. Patience
and late, why lima beans shed
very low heat are two es.-en
and,
famthe
ing aroma will welcome
their'-blooms anaTietlew pods, and
ily. to the dinner table. If the man tials. After the diced, cooked pots.
most
tv,lip-reet crops do
of their
of the house seems about to mut- toes are turned into a very hot frygrowing above ground. The answer
ter "tea room- at the sight of a ing pan and pressed down firmly,
is that staple manure must have
creamed mystery done up in sliced the heat should be lowered and the
bk..
C•11•11 P•ii••• anima.inn
meat-cups, let his eye see the big potatoes left undisturbed for about
been used on the garden. Manure,
dish of good hashed brown pota- 20 minutes. Impatient cooks are ait
Mrs. Wilheimina L•ng tree. Tenino with the man who had said at compared with phosphorus, contoes. There is a man's dish for you, to break the crust by too early a.
called Aunt William by her he was Ryerson. .the sheriff re- tains too much nitrogen, the plant
and no argument about it. Gener- vestigation.
grandsons,' Roger and Gilbert, ceived • phone call from authori- food that induces plant and leaf
Delicious as hashed brown potaous portions can give satisfaction
tells this story laid in Westgate ties of the insane asylum at growth. Phosphorus helps in root
to this meal. Besides potatoes, toes are, it is important to !vinery.
ow Puget Sound. She's dismayed Tectunwah. They had seen a pictserve grapefruit salad and baked , ber that thealouble cooking which
when Roger, after a quarrel with ure of the prisoner in a paper and development, it induces blooming
custard pudding to round -M--s-they undergo destroyspractically
his fiancee. C'atherine Page, im- were sure he was an asylum inmate and fruit setting and hastens the
all their Vitamin C content. That's0
wholesome meat,
pulsively marries a night-club who had escaped several clasp be- maturing of fruit or seed. In genone reason why grapefruit salad is
LUNCHEON MEAT CUPS
singer, Penelope, and brings her fore. Later, attendants of the in- eral, it is the most needed and the
suggested for this particular meal.
wrra CREAMED PEAS
home. A few evenings later, a stitution identified him as a pa- must inexpensive vegetable plant
Citrus fruits rate high on the
2 tablespoons table fat
stranger delivers a note for Pen- tient suffering ,from dementia food.
list for Vitamin C. They are in good
flour
tablespoons
2
'
elope which upsets her. That praecox.
I cup m ik
supply during the winter months,
To make manure a balanced fersome evening. Rogers tells his
Salt and pepper to taste
and in most sections of the-country
2 cups cooked peas, seasoned
HE effect of this news on our tiliser, superphosphate should
grandmother that he now wants
grapefruit is especially reasonable.
I tablespoon fat
a divorce but that Penelope won't
local officials was electrifying. used:Aar:Di. At_ itithe -rate of Oa
meat
—
luncheon
slices
._,s thin
-Canned grapefruit sections also are
agree. Shortly afterward, Mrs. It was then that Grisell. the district pounds
the le per cent grade to
Mate smooth white sauce as•follows:s in good supply. They combine well
After
Longtree and her friend Judge attorney, took his first active step- the ton. It may be mixed before the
Melt table fat, blend in flour, and add in salads with almost any other
milk slowly. stirring constantly over loW fru
Havoc find Penelope murdered In in the ease. That morning, he had
•
ouidn.
Tit:n
h prh
manure is spread or. broadcast
thickened. Add pit and pepheat
until
nied b3
the rose arbor—stabbed in the a conference with Sergeant Molliof the milk and egg 111L. Se"
per. Add peas and continue heating.
l
eoi
afterwards, and both plowed under
woke I
Melt fat and brown sliced luncheon meat, in the custard pudding helps to till
back. Roger has disappeared. son and Judge Havoc.
together.
If
curl
to
form
curs.
Put
not
as
much
allowing
edges
to
as
10
tons
The next morning, he returns
The judge later gave me a deday's
supply
if
the
out
the
meat
two
cups
of manure is used per acre, the
with a story that he was knocked tailed account of their talk.
:dacpheas:rvSei-rv:ndat slices are small. Using the
e eggs in
inesiaxi
!li
hhigh
once. Serves 4.
Omen began by saying. 'Ser- amount of superphosphate still is
set by a prowler he chased.
a custard pudding makes them go
Althoi
Meanwhile, Sergeant Mollison of geant, what makes you so sure this 500 pounds, or one pound to 80
FOOD TIPS: Peas are a favor- further. This is important when
the police, believing that the Ryerson is the murderer? While square feet of garden.
ite vegetable, but cooked aspara- prices are high. The base of the
stranger who delivered the note we're trying to apprehend him. I
So fertilized, satisfactory fruit, gus, cabbage, cauliflower, or car- pudding may be crumbled bread,
has
learnrots cut small may be used in this Miceli,' or chopped cooked breakmay be the murderer,
think you might investigate other
•IwniiiholgFtchtthieryti
recipe if desired. This is an attrac- fast cereal. Top with nuts 41 a fesed that a man named Jed Ryer- angles. Ever think of working from seed and root vegetables should result; cabbage, lettuce, onions and
tive main dish and is quickly pre- tive touch is desired.
son hastily checked out of the a motive?"
hotel soon after the crime- Mrs.
Mollison flushed. "The motive greens should receive additional
Longtree keeps from the police was probably blackmail."
nitrogen, such as a side-dressing
an
antique
dagger
"A
the fact that
blackmailer doesn't kill his with pouitry'manure, a bushel for
n
mko
nit7are
ss hi.
justor in "The Pitfall,- in the
disappeared Just before the mur- victim." Grisell nointed out. "On 200 to 300 feet of row.
the
Ay specialized art of briefcase
der but was back in its place the the contrary, he has every interest
carrying :and opening..
Where stable manure is not-to- be
next morning. That evening, a in seeing that his victim lives. You
fertilizer
"Doesn't an insurance man just
man calling himself Ryerson sur- don't even have proof that Ryerson., obtained, commercial
In five
By PATRICIA CLARY
renders in the town of Tenino was on the bluff the night of the ''high in the middle," as 3-9-6,
grab up the briefcase and dos what
e
T
i
e iln
‘l
t
and confesses to the murder — murder."
4-12-8 or 5-10-5, is to be used. The
HOLLYWOOD iU.P.)— Samuel he wants with it?" inquired Powell
raged
"There's Roger Longtree's testi- figures on the sack stand for per- Bischoff, producer, is making sure as Sto.ket
but this does not end the case.
put him through
is
• consln j
mony," replied Mollison, "and his centages of nitrogen,
phosphorus no indignant insurance man will paces again and again before okayborder.
wound to prove he was attacked.'
CHAPTER IX
The!
"That's Longtree's alibi. Doesn't and potash, in that order. The a- write in about the way Dick Powell ing him as a' genuine Rock of GI:
WAS that night.that the
It occur to you that he himself may mount is 1,000 pounds per acre, or is postraying one.
braltar man.
in the
was
robbed.
bank
have had a strong motive for want- one pound to 40 square feet. It
Bischoff hired an insurance exMost Be Elegant
center •
We first learned of it at ing his wife out of the way? From may be spread and plowed under, ecutive to teach Powell the fine
"Absolutely not," Stokei said. "A
yesterda
what
I
hear, he was tricked into or on rough-broken land, disked in. points of the insurance business,
seven o'clock the following
good insurance man is trained to
this marriage. Before that, be was Used in the row and chopped
morning, when the
in, not the least of which is the way carry his 'portable office' with an
engaged to a nice girl. We have
phoned Gilbert. Entering the nothing but his own word for his It may he above the vegetables' an insurance man carries a brief- air of elegance and refinement He
train
ust carry it as though it is the
bank, he hod found the night actions at the time of the murder." usual root-depth, elvd—by---coming case.
in
Grisell
contact
with
paused.
"Sergeant,
I
seed
or
think
roots
cause
Anything
for
realism, these days. most important bit of luggage in
ed
hrn
ci s
H .t
watchman lying bound and
Roger Longtree should be placed them to -burn up."
"Insurance men don't carry a the world and unzip-it before a cliinois. Ti
gagged near the side entrance. under arrest
pending further inof poultry Tenure side briefcase just any old way," the ent as though something really
In
place
The watchmen's story was that vestigation."
dressings, . chemical nitrogen ferti- technical advisor, Wilson Sto
wonderful is going to happen,
More
shortly after midnight, there had
Judge Havoc protested. 'You
been a knock at the side door. can't arrest a man on mere suspi- lizer, as nitrate of soda or ammoni- explained. "They have a orb all
be darned," Powell mid..1lle
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_When hir went to it and called out. cion. How, according to your um nitrate. may be used, one pound
picked- up
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a voice answered. "It's Mr. Long- theory, would you"reconstruct the to 100 feet of row. Chopping-in is And SO rake! took time off From hard to do the
so elegantly.
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tree. Let me in." He thought that murder?"
not needed, as these dissolve freely Ng-- JAY adjusting criminal-type
Slit when lie- started to zip tha
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Gilbert, who often works late, had
"Well," said Grisell. "suppose and leach down to where the roots claims in the, Los Angeles area
to thtitg open the zipper caught and
returned for something, and so he that Longtree had quarreled with
lie.
instruct
Powell,
an
insurance
"adrefused
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opened the door. Immediately, a his wife that evening. Let's supmasked man stepped inside and pose he fegretted his impulsive
bogged
he
htlne
dealt him a blow over the head. marriage and asked her for a
knocking him out.
divorce. She refused. He was in a
game at
Gilbert Phoned the bank man- desperate frame of mind, emotion•
ager, and they went down to the ally upset. Perhaps, when he left
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he
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bank to investigate. They found the house, he merely intended to
that one of the vaults had been walk off his feelings but, when he
high
opened and robbed.
saw his wife in the arbor, the idea
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The police started a search, and of murder came to him.
play a
Willson flew back from Seattle
"He obtained a weapon—maybe
match •
that morning LO take charge.
a knife from the kitchen— crept
at Cloqi
Meanwhile, the murder case was up on her and stabbed her in the
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considered practically closed. The back. Then, he ran down the bluff
man calling himself Ryerson who to dispose of the weapon in the bay,
had surrendered and confessed in slipped on the wet pebbles and fell,
Tenino was expected to be brought striking his head. He stayed away
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all night in order to make the story
to Westgate that afternoon.
way to
Judge Havoc. I think, was the he told more convincing."
Isaacson
only person who suspected that
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something was wrong. "Why did THE judge shrugged. "I'm Inbecame
the man flee as far as Tenino and a clined to accept Roger's story.
' heading
then suddenly decide to give him- However, I don't think it was necself up?' he said, when he dropped essarily Ryerson whom he chased."
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In during the morning. 'It doesn't
Grisell frowned. "If It wasn't
got thro
make sense. Besides. confession or Ryerson. who the devil could It
caravan
no confession, the return of that have been? Why should the fellow
about 11
dagger to Its rack remains unex- have run when he saw Longtree
all nigh,
plained. If Ryerson fled soon after unless he was some one who didn't
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the murder—and the evidence is belong there?"
that he did—then who put the
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"The murderer would have run
The
dagger back on the morning after If he had just gommitted the crime
for
the murder?'
—and, as you'point out, Ryerson
School
I must say that I. too, %as puz- had no known motive for murder.
zled by that aspect of the case.
Irene. thtgrel-the possibility that
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the man Roger chased was some
OSIT of that day I spent in ale else, perhaps some one we
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preparation for Penelope's know. There's one way in which
its
funeral. After dinner, I retired you coult1 check whether or not
'early, for I was utterly exhausted. It was Ryerson. Roger's shoes were
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That was the night I first saw covered with mud when he came
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the light in the deserted old Roark home. Presumably, the other man
to
brewery across the bay. I was got his shoes In a similar condition.
trains
atusth
awakened by the sound of rain and If you dould find out from the
got up to close the windows. Then, hotel clerk whether Ryerson had
across the rain - drenched bay. I muddy shoes when he hastily
Wisconsi
noticed a faint beam of light. An checked out, that would not only
the U. S
natant later. it was gone and. al- baek up Roger's alibi but would
Illinois.
though I watched for some time also link Ryerson with the time
all alon
it did not appear again.
and place of the murder."
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I was sure it had come from the
With that, the meeting broke up.
brewery. for I knew the latter's
That was the state of affairs
Col. Ir
exact location.
when, at two o'clock that afterneer, sai
The next day had been set for noon. we Longtrees arrived at the
rain fror
Penelope's funeral but, before that church for Penelope's funeral.
The R
ceremony took place, dismaying
'rivers in
news reached us.
(To be continued)
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